Exterminator!: A Novel

William S. Burroughs

THE EXTERMINATORS VOL. 1: BUG BROTHERS Vertigo Conspirators plot to explode a train carrying nerve gas. A perfect servant suddenly reveals himself to be the insidious Dr. Fu Manchu. Science-fantasy wars

PRNewsFoto/Coffin Comics. source: Coffin Comics. media contact info: Contact: pulido/maclean's graphic novel: Zack the zombie exterminator Exterminator! has 1924 ratings and 63 reviews. and various medical and psychiatric horrors all play their parts in this mosaictike, experimental novel. Here is Exterminator! 17 Jean Pierre Dionnet Enki Bilal Humanoids Graphic . The story synopsis. Bob Dillon is a down-on-his-luck exterminator from Queens who just
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